WORLDOF
OPTIONS
Creating Benefit Flexibility

Benefit flexibility is a valuable tool for brokers and
employers today. ArmadaCare’s innovative
supplemental benefits provide unparalleled
flexibility for a wide range of employer needs,
employee levels and benefit budgets. Here’s how to
make it work for your benefit planning.

01

DECIDE
WHEN
Choose To:
• Keep or change primary plan
• Put in place before, with or after
primary plan renewal
The traditional approach to benefits planning
leaves little room for flexibility. But innovative
supplemental benefits can be put in place the first
of any month all year long for employees at all levels
beyond the executive suite. This means that employers
can enhance benefits or close coverage gaps before
employees ever notice them, at the same time as the
primary plan renewal or even months after.

Quick Look: ComplaMed®
This expense reimbursed insurance plan is
designed for the broadest enrollment and
provides medical-only coverage with optional
deductible and embedded services.

02
DETERMINE
WHY
Choose To:
• Fill coverage gaps
• Reward or incentivize performance
• Boost retention
• Offer financially efficient* compensation
alternatives
Smart supplemental insurance solutions give
employers options to strategically boost benefits while
containing costs. With plans to fit a wide range of
employer needs and budgets, these benefits can help
employers protect talent at all levels—as well as the
bottom line.
*This is not local, state or federal tax advice as each person and company is
unique. It is recommended that you seek the independent counsel of a
professional tax adviser.

03
SELECT
WHOM

Choose To:
• Offer to a few specific
employees
• Cover all employees
• Select by title, tenure, performance, in-demand
or at-risk roles, skilled labor and more
Selective benefit enhancement can be a truly
effective way for employers to manage healthcare
plan costs while boosting loyalty and ensuring
compliance with healthcare legislation reforms.
Employers have control over which employees to
cover, as they determine and define coverage.

04
PICKTHE
WHAT
Choose From:
• Plans designed for the needs of
specific target populations
• Broad-based plans to cover all types of
out-of-pocket healthcare expenses
• Focused plans with coverage for mental health,
well-being and more, designed for employees at all levels

Employer needs vary widely and may shift over the
next year. A wide range of plans gives employers
options to address the specific needs of their
employee populations. These can include closing
coverage gaps, reducing out-of-pocket spending on
healthcare expenses or addressing the increasing
importance of mental health in the workplace.

Quick Look: WellPak®
This supplemental health insurance solution for
workplace stress combines coverage and
support for employee mental health and
well-being that can address the full spectrum
of care needs.

05
CONSIDER
WHATELSE
Choose:
• HDHP compatibility
• Other needs and options
Of course, every employer is different. What
primary plan is already in place? Are you
considering a shift, plan consolidation or
elimination? Access to a wide range of options can
help make the benefit planning process easier, from
choosing HDHP-compatible plans to reallocating HSA
contributions and offering compensation alternatives.

Quick Look: BeneBoost®
This new cost-effective, innovative indemnity
plan is HDHP compatible. Employers can
reallocate HSA contributions into more
valuable insured coverage that helps
employees at all levels with coverage for office
visits, Rx, ER visits and more.

Learn more
Call 1-877-534-6357 or email solutions@armadacare.com.
About ArmadaCare
A leading insurance program manager, ArmadaCare
delivers uncommon health insurance solutions designed to
enhance ordinary health benefits. With the steadfast belief
that health insurance should be better, ArmadaCare's plans
fill voids in coverage for routine and unexpected healthcare
expenses, offer valuable health and productivity support
services and invite usage with modern conveniences,
education touchpoints and people-first service. The result
gives our clients the edge they need to retain, recruit and
reward talent at all levels.
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